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DURHAM, N.H.— Not a fan of
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mowing the lawn? Good
news, cutting the grass less
may be better for the
environment. Trimming the
number of times you run the
mower around the yard,
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known as “low mow”, can help
reduce carbon emissions, build soil organic matter and even
enhance pollinating habitats for bees.
“People may not think the small ecosystem in their own yard - the
grass, soil and vegetation – is that important to the health of the
whole planet,” said Alexandra Contosta, research assistant
professor at UNH’s Earth Systems Research Center. “But taking
important small steps, like not mowing as often, can have a big
impact on things like carbon storage and carbon emissions which
can influence climate change.”
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Want to be a “lazy lawnmower”? Contosta, who has done
research on low mow options as well as carbon storage in the
backyards of New England cities, offers these tips:
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spontaneous lawn flowers, like clover and dandelions, that
provide important nectar for bees, which are in decline and
perform vital ecosystem services such as the pollination of
food crops.
Try a “no mow” area – for larger yards, consider creating a
zone that is cut less, or not at all, providing time savings as
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well as a beneficial habitat for butterflies. This can be useful
for hard to mow areas or parts of the property that are not
utilized.
Give the rake a break - skip raking grass clippings returning them to the soil provides high-quality, carbon-rich
leaf litter that organisms can break down and store in soil
organic matter. This keeps the carbon out of the
atmosphere, where it contributes to warming temperatures.
Reach for the shears, not the chain saw - pruning trees
rather than cutting them down helps store carbon rather than
release it into the atmosphere. If you need to cut down a
tree, try to replace it with another one.
Get the neighborhood involved – propose no and low
mow months on your block (in the early spring or late fall),
create a community garden and in the fall transform leaves
into valuable mulch.
Mowing less also means less emissions, decreasing a
household’s carbon footprint. The low mow approach can be
economical, practical and a timesaving alternative to replacing a
lawn or even planting pollinating flower gardens. Researchers say
if low mow became more socially accepted, it could be a great
way to do more for the environment by doing less.
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The University of New Hampshire inspires innovation and
transforms lives in our state, nation and world. More than 16,000
students from all 50 states and 71 countries engage with an
award-winning faculty in top-ranked programs in business,
engineering, law, health and human services, liberal arts and the
sciences across more than 200 programs of study. A Carnegie
Classification R1 institution, UNH partners with NASA, NOAA,
NSF and NIH, and received $260 million in competitive external
funding in FY21 to further explore and define the frontiers of land,
sea and space.
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